The fight against illegal goldmining activity (LCOI) – one global project

**REPRESSIVE – operation HARPIE**

- 600 men involved dont 200 to 400 engaged in the forest and the sea permanently. Points of control static and dinamic
- Articulation of the competence of the Gendarmerie and specialized services with the means of the Armed Forces to deploy a global system in the territory
- Obstruction of flows and destruction of sites
- Governance Prefet – Public prosecutor

**DIPLOMATIC, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL**

- Development of regional cooperation
- Research of alternative projects of occupation of space
- Involvement of populations
2019 results: some data

- 24 millions € criminals assets seized
- 290 000 liters of fuel seized
- 519 sites et 5 254 forest buildings destroyed
- 2 river barges / skalians destroyed
- 1 220 patrols (land, river or air)
- Gold seized: 9 kg

- 64 police custody, 48 presentations to judge, 46 convictions
EMOPI, general staff of fight against illegal goldmining activity

LE PREFET
The general director of security regulation and control

EMOPI
- Chief of the EMOPI: Damien RIPERT
- 1 project manager, GIS: Sébastien LINARES
- 1 administrative assistant: Rozenn REUNGOAT
- 1 responsible of study:

Strategic support to the prefect

COORDINATION OF THE ACTION OF ALL STATE SERVICES, ENGAGED IN LCOI

OAM: Observatory of goldmining activity
Data platform for sharing information
Decision-support system

Administration and budget

COMMUNICATION centralization, and dissemination of information validated by the prefect